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THE BOOK OF
BANFF REPRINT

ROYAL AND ANCIENT BURGH
Banff Preservation & Heritage Society

Banff is a good site for a castle, a bluff at the mouth of
a river. So the royal and ancient burgh was founded
because the kings of Scotland had a castle there. Edward
I of England, the Hammer of the Scots, spent time in
Banff Castle, and Banff was the last outpost of the English
in the north of Scotland in theWar of Independence.
Like several other burghs, the town’s modest wealth
came from salmon netting at the mouth of the river.
Banff traded with the Baltic. The core of the town plan,
the remains of the castle, and names like Carmelite
Street, are all that is left of medieval Banff. After the kings,
the town was dominated by local noblemen, the Ogilvies,
the Grants, and then the Duffs. But the Ogilvies died
out, the Grants preferred Cullen, and the Duffs built
Macduff as their own town, so perhaps none of them
quite controlled Banff as they might have hoped. Instead
in the eighteenth century lesser gentry built themselves
town houses, the politics of the town was Jacobite,
wanting the old Stuart kings back, and the economy
relied quite heavily on smuggling.An English family, the
Robinsons, started industry, and built themselves the
grandest houses in town. Banff was an attractive
Georgian town,where respectable ladies and half-pay
officers would choose to retire. In the nineteenth
century, though Macduff was much more prosperous and
go-ahead, Banff did flourish.The railways came, the
herring fishing prospered.There was a cultural life.
The parish minister, the rector of the academy, and the
editor of the Banffshire Journal were all honorary
Doctors for their national quality. In the twentieth
century the Dukes of Fife left Duff House, the railways
closed, the industries were at a low ebb, the county of
Banffshire was merged with others, and the older
buildings were seedy and unloved.“Ding them a’ doon”.
But it is still a delightful place to stay, and there are
hopes of a Banff renaissance.
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The Book of Banff is a reflection of times
past and a celebration of the sense of
belonging that exists in the community.
By retracing the past and honouring the
memories of those who went before us,
we acknowledge the ties that link us
from generation to generation.

Halsgrove’s development of this series
fulfils its aim of working together with
communities in collecting and preserving
information in published form. The iden-
tification and conservation of photo-
graphs is of particular importance as
such material is all too easily lost; images
of people and places fade from memory
just as the photographs themselves are
subject to physical change.
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Inchdrewer Castle in flames. (©TOMMY BOD) Pipe band Banff Castle, 1983. (© DR DAVID FINDLAY
CLARK ARPS)

Episcopal church Sunday-school outing. (COURTESY OF MR J.MORGAN)

Example of a double-page spread.

An Edwardian photograph of staff at the Banffshire Journal offices.


